
     Weekly     News 
Week of April 8th, Four-day PreK class 2019 
 This Week’s News: 
This week we are observing how high the sunflower seeds have stretched. 

Measuring how tall all the children in the class also are.  

Discussing what plants need to grow, just like people. Exploring painting with sticks in paint and 

brushes with water outside. 

Comparing weather day to day. (Springtime in the Rockies!), Playing in sun one day and rolling huge 

snowballs the next. 

 Practicing hammering with real hammer and nails into foam and into pine stumps. 

Investigating how dry flax seed feels, looks and sounds different than buckwheat grain or flaxseed 

in the sensory table. Comparing how seeds “sprout Differently “ 

Observing the Forsythia branches blooming, the apple and lilac branches budding. Drawing the 

emergent growth. 

Exploring and planting grass seed. Planting the sprouted seeds of buckwheat, black beans, lima 

beans, corn kernels, locust trees seeds and flax seed. Building and creating things in the studio and 

planning how to put things together. 

We are Learning: 
That Kids in Korea might be asleep on the other side of the world when we are awake. And Finding 

the continent that the country of Korea is in on our new floor map of the world. 

That all kinds of seeds look different when they are dry and when they are sprouting.  

That all living things need, nutrition, light, water and protection. 

That hammering into foam is easy and hammering into stumps is hard because wood is harder or 

denser than plastic foam. Learning where the hammer is held makes the hammer stronger, or have 

more force. Observing living plants and trying to draw them.  

That tiny seeds do not need as to be as deep as larger seeds to grow. And Grass seed is kind of like 

flax seed but not as slipper and that it looks kind of like tiny sticks and can be cut with a scissor  

We are learning to follow the leader when it is someone’s turn and take direction with eyes as well 

as ears. 

Exploring weaving with ribbon through nail designs hammered into foam. Discussing what animals use 

weaving to build their homes.  



Upcoming Events and Reminders :  

PLEASE REMEMBER TO SIGN IN AND TO SIGN OUT EVERY DAY AND TO REMIND THE 

NANNIES + ALTERNATIVE PICK UP FOLKS As well, Thank you 

 SUNSCREEN TIME: if it’s a sunny day please start applying sun screen in the am. We will 

re-apply before we go outside. Its springtime in the Rockies and weather is random. BUT we 

must be vigilant to protect our kids in our high-altitude state.  

 Hawk quest Tuesday May 7th 10:00 

If any of you received a penguin book in Spanish and would like one in English, please bring it 

back to us and it will be replaced.  

SAVE THE DATE: Friday May 10th.  Invite to follow: ANUUAL MOTHERS DAY TEA (and This year 4-day 4yr old 

continuation recognition to be held Friday May 10th.)  

PICTURE DAY: April 15th 

Walk to dinosaur park picnic May 17th (weather allowing) No rain date.   4 walking parents needed from t land 

to dinosaur park and to help supervise play time there. Other parents and baby sibs are welcome to meet us 

there.  lunches will be brought to the park.  


